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Ikea platform bed without headboard

I am very pleased with this bed frame I like the way it looks it feels solid no wobble or creaks at all it was easy to install, good overallView More ReviewsOnly bought this as a replacement bed frame ... Took me 4 hours to assemble. Some of the screws would not fit and would not turn on all
the way which resulted in a wobbly bed. It's finally collected, but I'm afraid it's going to break anytime. It would be a cute bed to look at, but not to use. If I could return what I wanted. It took me a good 3 hours and most of it was used trying to get side fabric covered pieces in place. The holes
barely adjusted and it was a real pain! I was nervous this was going to be a cheap quality frame because of the price, but WOW it's actually extremely solid. Select. I'm not sure if all Ikea furniture is this way, but you had to use the little allen main thing they gave, so my drill was useless for



this. It really only took about an hour to assemble though, extremely easily. I bought this for my son who moved out of the dorm room and needed a bed. We bought this bed for our daughter's first apartment. Her room is small, but she wanted a queen-size bed. This fits nicely in the room
and looks good. We bought 4 under the bed boxes from IKEA and they fit perfectly under this bed. It was easy to put my husband together, and we didn't hear anything from him. The bed frame collapsed when I was asleep. I have tightened all the screws, but the poor quality wood only last
5 days. Worst product ever!!! Please stay away from this! bought this a year ago and the case hasn't stopped creaking since the day I bought it. When you buy a bed you get what you pay for. The only reason it gets 2 stars is because it hasn't fallen apart, its solid, but squeaky. Literally
squeaks so loud. We've had this bed frame for about a year and loved everything about it... until this morning when we were awakened by the sound of it cracking. It completely snapped down the middle of the foot of the bed... I have been an IKEA customer for many years and this has
been my worst furniture experience ever. The holes of the screws on the diagonal metal support beams were too small for the supplied screws to pass through. We had to get a drill and an electric screwdriver to expand the holes. Even then it was very difficult because it was metal, and took
over a day to do work. But now the bed is together and it looks good in the room, but not worth the sweat, time and energy to put together. I bought this around 3 months ago and put it together which worked well. But then today while just lying in bed, the frame near the headboard where
the center support attaches only broke in half just where the manufacturer melted the wood. This is not a piece of solid wood there are many pieces fused together. I can't get hold of anyone at customer service, and I live far away from the nearest store. I do not recommend this product. I
love the look this bed frame in our bedroom, but then I got out of the bed frame broke except where it was fused together in production. I'm sorry it's on the verge of breaking completely (really collapsing) and the bed frame will be rendered useless in a couple of days. We have been pleased
with the appearance of this bed, but one day while I got out of bed, the frame on the right side of the bed split and almost broke in half! There is no way to fix it since there is splitting where the tree is divided together, so I am very upset we are not able to use the bed frame anymore. I got
this as a gift and we put together, and if you roll to the middle or middle of the bed is sunk !!! I do not know if the tracks are bad or whatWhile I love Ikea products, this bed broke 1 month after I bought it. It was put together perfectly, and it seemed like solid construction for the first month. But
in the middle of the night, the bar collapsed under the head of the bed completely, bringing the middle bar down with it, destroying the frame completely. It does not seem that the frame was built to withstand even very average weight individuals. Reading other reviews, it seems that this is
common with this item. I bought this bed in 2017, overall perfectly moved in March this month with man and it broke randomly while we were ready for work. Maybe it broke from unassembling and reassembling and that extra weight anyway a waste of my money. I miss when Ikea made
quality products that lasted. Bought this bed a few months ago. The tree is not solid pieces. It is formed together by many 3 x18 pieces. The joints of these pieces do not hold up under pressure, especially in the middle between the feet. I've tried to buckle it to keep it from separating further,
but it continues to fall apart. My only option now is to disassemble the bed and return it for another model. Definitely not want to buy this modelI bought this not long ago. We liked it until we put it together. When we went to the warehouse island where it was located, we got the box that it
said it was in. Box 1 of 1. Came home and went to put it together, low and behold, there were no crosspieces to rest on. I thought, it was meant to be 2 boxes, checked the box and it said 1 of 1. So there were no crosspieces at all to rest on. One unlike a boxspring does not have a support
system to it, so when you place it on the frame, it falls right through. A little weird. Unfortunately, we live an hour and a half away from the store. Luckily, my daughter's father was handy and came up with a solution, but not all are practical on that side. When you buy something you expect it
to have what you need in the box. So I still wonder what should be the support system, certainly nothing like what appears in the pictures. We loved this bed - while it was hard to assemble it was a great bed for the price before my husband (a normal size guy) sat at the end of the bed with
the amount of force and the entire frame cracked into two pieces. Bummed! The bed is solid, super nice to have it. It goes together quite easily. I did it alone (propped some things on books to do it, another person would have been helpful). Some of the slats in the headboard are a little
wonky, they are not quite flush to the headboard, but not so bad. A gap narrowed as a penny width perhaps. My only compatible was cross pieces that support and help keep the frame square. They should be turned to another support chip and yes ... No, I do not know if the wires on the
screws are wrong, the hole in the metal support is off or whatever, but these screws do NOT want to start. I finally managed to get them started with lots of pressure and move very, very slowly. they don't catch as they should, and they don't shit as far as they should. The top of the screw is
so cheap that the screwdriver chewed it up, so I gave up. This is the first bed I ever bought myself (yearlings!) and, in assembly, had to disassemble it at least three times because the instructions were not clear. There is a left and a right leg, and it does not matter, although they are not
clearly marked and nowhere in the instructions it mentions which side is which for the headboard + related pieces. This almost had me in tears because I couldn't figure out what I was doing wrong in the construction, my looked like the image of one of the steps. Thank God we found out.
Now that it's built, it seems fine, although I have some concerns about longevity - that said, it was $200, so I can't really complain.not even 8 months old and both legs have broken, and it's a pain to mount! cheap price for a cheap jazzy frame! Also do not try to get too intimate on this frame,
the legs will break. This review is more for assembly - I've built 5 ikea kitchens and several ikea bathroom vanities and this week alone built two Ikea bunk beds, two ikea single beds, an ikea sectional and an ikea table and two Tarva bed frames for an Airbnb. I love ikea and don't usually
mind assembly - but i hated with a passion assembly. The Lonset slats only extended my misery. The headboard is a pain and, frankly, every step of the process is a pain. Normally ikea things seamlessly build themselves when following the instructions - this took some banging and curse
words. I'm sure it will be a great bed now that it's built, but I'll never buy this bed again because of mounting headaches. This bed has been through it all with me. I bought this when I moved into my first apartment in college in 2010. I dismantled it and put it back together through 6 different
houses or apartments in 2 different states over 8 years, and it's still as solid as the day I got it. I am honestly excited about this bed beyond belief, and finally parting with it as I move to a king size. I'm going to miss you, TARVA. Purchased this in and found it incredibly easy to assemble. The
tree is smooth and really need an extra finish. The bed is solid and should provide many years of good service. Very pleased. Seems like a decent design for the most part. The cross braces are the problem. They are difficult to secure, and the small screws that come with them are made of
very soft, low quality material. They do not have enough strength to withstand the torque required to install them, and then the faces strip almost immediately, making them useless. With an improved crossbrace design and proper screws, this can be a great bed. I'm looking for a few things
in a bed frame. I do not like cork material that breaks like dust, weak wood that bends while sitting, or metal that squeaks and bends. I bought this a week and a half ago and I'm a 160 pound man, I took a siesta (nap) and I woke up to this frame cracks ... very inconvenientWe only had this
for a year, and the support beam is lower causing the bed to sink. The tree was too weak to keep it upright, and it made it play out sometimes causing ours to fall through. No joke. No tightening would fix it. I fixed it by stacking lots of textbooks under the bed against the middle beam to keep
it up. Too bad because it's a very nice frame. After two years and a tough move, the bed was still quite strong. It got a little wobbly after a lot of heavy use and a little banging around during a move, but it was well worth the value to me. The bed is solid, no squeaking. I dyed mine to match
my bedroom. I bought this on 4/29/18 and just over two months use the bed frame broke. I was hoping to add photo to my review, but there is no option to add a photo. The frame broke into two pieces at the footboard and the middle beam fell to the floor. There is no way it can be repaired
since the wooden frame is broken. No luck reaching anyone on Ikea customer service phone number. Very disappointed. I got the queen size TARVA frame 3 years ago, and its surprisingly solid, probably because this frame is solid wood with a steel center spade. Obviously it doesn't have
a footboard, which I prefer. The split headboard is sturdy enough to prop up pillows and lean against while sitting up in bed. The side frames are high enough of the ground to accommodate four VARDÖ subbed storage containers. This frame is unfinished wood and can take advantage of
some protection before use. I took a cue from the IKEA site and painted mine a dark gray and finished it with a couple of coats of pasta wax for a smooth, eggshell-like finish. It looks great and fits perfectly with the room. Once mounted, it is difficult to disassemble, so be very careful if you
move it or you can damage parts. This frame is a great value that is hard to beat. After only a couple of months, it began to creak. After about a year, the pieces of wood throughout the bed began to show wear, chips and cracks, at several joints. Each piece of wood consists of many smaller
pieces, they are not solid pieces of wood. After about two years we could not handle squeaking every time we got in or out of bed, every time we rolled over, etc. We laid the bed. Screws supplied to attach metal struts to frame unable to wood/penetrate the metal plate they need to
penetrate. Had to go to hardware stores to finish the job. The work of calling Ikea for help reaching a recording that said the call cannot be completed. I was a little hesitant to buy this bed because of the bad reviews, but after reading them all, I decided to buy it. I recommend reading all the
reviews on an IKEA product, as I have found many bad reviews are ridiculous - especially those where the customer was furious to find that they had to construct the item! I had no trouble fitting this bed and it is sturdy enough to keep my firm IKEA from sagging in the middle, as one or two
reviews claimed happened with their beds. The tree is sanded very smoothly and looked great after I finished it with the help of a beeswax rub. If you want a nice natural finish for wood, heat equal parts beeswax and coconut oil over low heat and when melted add 1 teaspoon of natural
lemon oil. Leave to cool and it should be of a pasta wax consistency - if too hard melt in a little more coconut oil and if too soft add beeswax. Rub in well with a cotton cloth and polish with another cloth. The assembly was very simple, but time consuming. The only drawback was the screws
used for the angled brackets. Not enough meat on the head of the screw, so I couldn't torque in the screws all the way. Can't for the life of me find out step 7 - are these metal pipes? How am I going to hammer them into holes much less than they are!? It looks nice, but not useful at all. It
was destroyed in just 3 months and they are not extra foot to fix. This is the best piece in the TARVA series. Everything else feels a little underdeveloped, but the bed is nice as it is. I wish it had a footboard. I bought this because the HEMNES bed is not available in Light Brown, but I would
replace this as soon as it is. Bought this bed frame (twin size) 3 years ago. It was easy for me and a friend to put together, and lasted until I moved. Now it's no small feat as I'm about £350. Movers lost some of the connecting pieces and bent some of the others, so now I'm looking at buying
a new bed, definitely sticking with Ikea.Vi've only had this frame for less than 6 months for our toddler and it's already broke. The side gable is divided in two. I'm super bummed because it's cute and perfect for our son but couldn't even handle a toddler. Toddler.
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